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HOD’s Desk 
Greetings to Dear students, Faculty and Friends!  

 

The  events  and happenings  of last two months  left us with  mixed  

emotions of joy and sadness. We are filled with extreme sorrow and sadness 

that  Mr. Jis Thomas Ponachira of 2010 batch has left for heavenly abode at 

a very young age. May his soul rest in peace. We are very proud of our SAE 

Chapter and students of “Team Infiniti. They have shown outstanding  

organizing and technical capability in designing and fabricating  a 

Formula- car in a record time of 06 months.  Translation of theoretical 

knowledge into design and then fabrication of hardware is the essence of 

engineering. Our students with able guidance of staff coordinators have  

shown that they are second to none.  We are also proud that Miss. Aiswarya 

Ganesh  of S4 ME is a  recipient  Balasri award from  Ministry of Human 

Resource Development (MHRD),  Government t of India.    

My best wishes to all  and hope that  department will generate more 

positive news in coming months 

                                                          Cdr Raju K Kuriakose (retd) 

 

Editors 
Mr.Mejo Francis  

& 
Mr.Ridhin Raj V R 
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Inspiring Talk on emotional intelligence  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr.Manoj Krishna who is a senior technology architect& Vice president of 

Technology, Accenture interacted with the students of final year mechanical engineering 

and he discussed about emotional intelligence, what a company expect from an good 

engineer, tips and tricks for facing interviews etc. Mr.Manoj has more than 20 years of 

technology experience focusing on custom development, service delivery, and integration 

and emerging technology solutions. His interaction with the students motivated them. 

When the automobile industry of the country is in a dominant path of revolution, 

the Mechanical Engineering students of Vimal Jyothi Engineering College is in their 

own path towards the world of automobile technology, as they have successfully 

designed and manufactured a formula model racing car maintaining international 

standards. The 25 member team, named TEAM INFINITI surely leaves no stones 

unturned in this pursuit as they do justice towards their name and the reputation of 

their fields. It is a dream comes true, they say and their car indeed speaks volumes of 

the effort and intelligence they have put forth in the task. 

 

TEAM INFINITI - FLYING HIGH 
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 They have already taken part in the Formula Design Challenge event held at Kari 

Motor Speedway, Chettipalayam, Coimbatore – an international event in which 

participating students design a formula car and race with it. The car they designed is a 

physical completion of 6 months of fabrication process and almost the same time in 

designing. The team can’t hide their pride when they share the fact that their team was 

one among the two teams from Kerala who took part in the competition. Their next 

target is the Supra SAE India event which is scheduled to be held this July, in which 

they would be the only team representing Kerala. 

 The journey that TEAM INFINITI has strived through is significant and their 

achievement is something to be noticed, a journey which would have been incomplete 

without the financial and moral support of their college and their sponsors the Syndicate 

bank. Their path is now illuminated with fresh hope and they race ever so forward 

towards unexplored lands, toward their dreams, towards infinity! 
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Aiswarya Ganesh (S4 ME-B) received Balasri 

award,which is given away by the Ministry of Human 

Resource Development (MHRD) and BalBhavan Society of 

India. The awards are given in the fields of painting, science, 

essay writing, dance, music and singing.Aiswarya won it in 

the painting categoryand the national competition was held in 

New Delhi. She received it from Smt.Smriti Zubin Irani, 

Minister of Human Resource Development.  

Dept of ME congratulates Aiswarya Ganesh for this 

great achievement.   

 BALASRI AWARD 

 

Student’sachievements 

UniversitySelection 

Mr.Niyaslathief ofS6 ME-B has 

Selected to university soft ball team.  

 

 

Jis Thomas Ponachira. 

Jis Thomas was a student in 2010-14 batch 

Mechanical Engineering. He studied here till S5 and has 

to take leave due to severe cancer. On behalf of the 

entire Vimal jyothi family we extend our deepest 

sympathy jis Thomas’s family and friends. Please join us 

in taking a moment to acknowledge and remember this 

member of our community. 

Condolence   

 


